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NEXT MEETING:
Tuesday, August 11, 2015

LOCATION:
The Waco Wetlands * * *

PROGRAM:
Fly Tying and Tall Tales
About 6:00 p.m.
Fishing the San Juan - Dale Connally
About 7:00 p.m.
FISHING THE SAN JUAN RIVER - THE TROUT WHISPERER
The San Juan River in Northwest New Mexico is unique - cold water flowing through a high
dessert. The water is cold because this stretch of river is a tailrace below the Navajo Dam. The
water is cold enough for Trout to thrive. The picture below is the road through the scrub to the
Texas Hole, a deep pool full of large Trout. The road drops to the river just beyond the church.

Dale had one of his best trips ever to the San Juan earlier this summer and he is going to tell us
how it's done. Be prepared to learn how to catch big Trout on very small flies. A size 20 is
considered a big fly on the San Juan.
Knowing Dale, he probably has a few unique techniques and fly patterns to show those savvy
San Juan Trout, something they haven't seen before. Even if you do not have a San Juan trip on
the agenda, what you learn from Dale can apply to other Trout waters like the Guadalupe River
in Texas and even to some warm water applications.
As an added bonus, an overnight stop for truck repairs gave Dale the opportunity to explore the
night life in Cuba, New Mexico. Surely Dale will steer us to best hotels, restaurants, clubs and
other local hot spots that Cuba has to offer.

Rainbows are the most common Trout in the San Juan, but there are some Brown Trout.
Dale landed this is nice Brown during his May trip.

MICHAEL SERBANIC
Local Game Warden Michael Serbanic joined us at our July meeting for a wide ranging
discussion about enforcing Texas laws, mostly as related to fishing. Michael made it clear that
he is an advocate of providing the public with ample outdoor recreational activities. He clearly
prefers teachable moments to the immediate issuance of citations.
Of course, he can't be everywhere. That is where we come in - to act as the eyes and ears of law
enforcement. If you see a violation of the law - littering, tearing up the river bed with an ATV,
keeping undersize fish, keeping too many fish or any other criminal act, there are several ways to
make a report. Game Warden Michael Serbanic can be reached at 254-715-6544 or at

michael.serbanic@tpwd.texas.gov. Local Game Warden Matthew Kiel can be reached at 254715-6544.
The Operation Game Thief system is also an option. The tool-free number is 800-792GAME94263) or you can send a text report which could come in handy if the violator is in
earshot. Send the text to 847411 then, in the text box, enter TPWD followed by your message.
The system is set up to be anonymous if that is your preference, but being available for follow-up
and possible testimony makes you more useful to law enforcement.
You should consider carrying a cell phone when you go on a fishing expedition, not to spend the
entire trip on Facebook or whatever, but to summon help if needed. A particularly good idea if
you are going solo. Consider putting game warden and Operation Game Thief information into
your phone so you can readily make a report of criminal activity. The Operation Game Thief
program is state wide.
Many people just don't want to get involved. In Texas we tend to keep to ourselves and not stick
our nose in other people's business. But, even minor criminal activity at public access points can
lead to losses. Try fishing the North Bosque River at Delmar Ranch Road. Unless you know a
gracious private landowner the only way to get there now involves a long boat ride.
SOME HAVE "LAID ASIDE BUSINESS AND GONE A'FISHING":
MIDDLE BOSQUE AT FM 3047
Hill Country streams like the Llano and the upper Guadalupe are held in high esteem by the
Texas fly fishing community and rightly so. But our own Middle Bosque flows just as clean and
is every bit as picturesque. And the Middle Bosque is much closer to home.
On a mid-July Saturday morning I had the Middle Bosque all to myself at the FM 3047 Crossing.
Conditions were as good as it gets during the summer. Cool water for wet wading and just
enough of a breeze to offset the worst of the heat without blowing my fly line around or hiding
the fish by messing up the surface.
I usually get excited by the prospect of hitting the
water, so excited that I get in a big hurry. Maybe it
was going out on a summer morning, but I took my
time. After a restaurant breakfast at Jalapenos in
Valley Mills, I even picked up a bag of trash before I
rigged my fly rod. The trash first thing may be
something I make a regular practice because the
fishing Karma was good.
The Karma may have been enhanced by the fly I
started with. A year or so back, I helped a friend
make a successful claim against a so called dog trainer that hit his Lab Tessa in the mouth with
one of those remote controls for an electric collar. The guy hit Tessa so hard that he actually

broke some of her teeth. Labs do not require harsh training and certainly no Lab deserves to be
hurt like this. All you have to do is make a Lab understand what you want and that is what you
will get, at least most of the time. Labs are just near perfect.
Anyway, the claim was successful and I even made a bit of an attorney's fee. As a gratuity, my
friend gave me a glass jar full of flies that he bought at some sort of fund raiser. I started the
morning with a yellow hopper pattern that came from that jar. It was also about as big a fly as I
can comfortably throw with my little 4
wt. Can you tell I listened to Bob Pool
at our June meeting? I'm glad I did
because I usually throw small flies on
the Middle Bosque. On this morning I
think that big fly helped to produce
several big Bass, my two biggest,
maybe even number three, from this
stretch of the river.
As you can see, this fish, the biggest of
the day, really liked that hopper.
He/she also put up more fight than I
expected or was ready for. The reel I
was using doesn't have much of a drag
which lead to a bird's nest that almost
cost me the fish.
Here is that Bass again. By the way, this is knee deep water. Did I mention that the Middle
Bosque runs as clean as any Hill Country stream?

I finally wore that hopper out (it's on my tying bench for repair) and switched to a Llano bug
which was also popular with the Bass and *********

the Perch.

One lesson learned. That size 6 TMCR200 hook on the Llano Bug has a big barb. After having
a little trouble getting the hook out of a few Perch, I mashed the barb down. The idea is to hook
'em and put 'em back unhurt. By the way, I'll have a few of those Llano bugs for our August fly
raffle.
A perfect morning of fishing was topped off by an excellent double cheese burger at the
Crawford Food Store.
ADDENDUM - THREE WEEKS LATER
It was the first Saturday of August and a cold front had dropped temperatures dramatically. The
high was forecast to be only 99 degrees, maybe only 98. A good opportunity for some cool
weather fishing. This time I left early necessitating a breakfast burrito at the Crawford Food
Store. A very good way to start the outing.
Since I haven't gone downstream from the FM 3047 Crossing since last year I decided to head in
that direction. There is not as much holding water downstream and the wading is more difficult
due to a long stretch of that nasty slick shelf rock, but flows were down so the edges of the shelf
rock stretch were mostly dry. Even dry the footing can be precarious, but at least it was not
slippery.
The water was still very clear and the fish were very spooky as a result. The current was less due
to lower flows so I usually couldn't cast upstream and let the current present the fly. I cast sidearm to keep the profile of my line low, but even so I was consistently spooking fish. Of course,
the Perch would recover quickly, returning to check out and try to eat my fly which was hard for
them because I was using a size 6 Llano Bug. A few larger Perch and a few less smaller Perch
were persistent enough to get caught, but mostly they just tugged on the fly and knocked it
around. I might have hooked more of the Perch, but instead of even trying I was letting their
attacks on the fly attract the Bass. Even the smaller Bass had no trouble taking that Llano Bug. I
enjoy catching Perch, I like their attitude, but River Bass have more fight. Not that Perch aren't
full of fight. River Bass just have more size to put into the fight and seem to have more
endurance.
After a careful walk/wade to a nice series of pools that start below the long stretch of shelf rock I
discovered that the first pool had been enlarged by the heavy flows we had earlier this year.
Several average size (about ten inches) Bass were stationed right where the current entered the
pool. As I caught those Bass I noticed a bigger one swimming around in the deeper water of the
pool. At times that Bass seemed spooked, but he kept coming back into casting range. Unlike
the smaller Bass, the big one showed very little interest in the Llano Bug and only followed but
would not take a small Clouser. I replaced the Clouser with some fly that I just threw together a
few years ago out scrap materials laying around my fly vise after an afternoon of tying. The
Bass ate that fly on the first cast. After challenging the strength of my tippet keeping that Bass
out of a cluster of snags at the back of the pool I was able to lip that Bass, one of my biggest,
possibly the biggest from this part of the Middle Bosque.

This is that big Bass

I caught a few more from the tail of that pool on that same fly. All too soon it was time to head
home, a point my knees were starting to emphasize. The good news is that I never got to a nice
downstream pool and a long run below that. Something to look forward to when I return.
The Bass liked that no name fly so much
that I plan to tie a few spares and will add
a couple to our August fly raffle. I took
the picture in case I lost it so I would know
what to tie.
Bob Hanley

TEXAS COAST - DUDLEY HAAS REPORT
As the newsletter was being finalized I received some information from Dudley Haas on his
current trip to Rockport - ten hook-ups and seven landed by 11:30 am. Obviously, the fishing is
picking up after a relatively slow start to the summer fishing due to all that rain. Dudley didn't
say, but knowing Dudley, he is talking about Reds, like the one he is holding in the picture. He
has a knack for catching Reds.
Dudley noted that the wade fishing was a little difficult. I think he stayed in the boat and let the
alligator have all the water it wanted.

Part of a good morning at the Coast.

Twelve Foot Alligator in Two Feet of Water.

HAPPENINGS IN THE WORLD OF FLY FISHING
For the most comprehensive listing of fly fishing events in Texas and detailed information about
those events go to the Texas Council website - http://texascouncilifff.com/
The following is some of what is scheduled for the coming months.

AUSTIN FLY FISHERS - THIRD ANNUAL EVENING OF FLY FISHING TUTORIALS
THURSDAY, AUGUST 20, 2015 - 6:00 to 9:00 pm
I'd like to personally invite you to join the Austin Fly Fishers for our third annual evening of fly
fishing tutorials on August 20th. We've had similar programs the past two years that have been
very successful. There's always something new to learn in this sport, but if you're just looking to
hang out and have a good time, then I'm sure there will be plenty of socializing and stories as
well.
We're looking to add some new topics to this year's program, so I'd ask you to forward this to
your club members and encourage them to email myself our Jim Gray
(texasjimgray@yahoo.com) if they'd be willing to sharing a topic. We're open to just about
anything that is fly-fishing related -- river access and tactics, fly tying, rod and leader building,
essential tools and rigging, casting, tenkara, etc.
If any of you have a skill or topic you'd be willing to share, please let me know so that we can
save you a spot.
We'll be meeting from 6-9 PM on August 20 at the Northwest Recreation Center, 2912
Northland Dr. (aka FM 2222) Austin, Texas. Let me know if you have any questions, and I hope
to see some of you there.
Matt Bennett
VP, Austin Fly Fishers
(337) 348-9140
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Another View of The Texas Hole

